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It is a well known fact that in an algebraic number-field of degree n there

exist n integers a,, ■ • •, an such that every integer of the field can be expressed

in the form

to = xxax + x2a2 +-h xnan,

where xx, x2, x3, ■ ■ -, xv ave rational integers.

If we now consider a field relative to a given subfield of this field, from the

nature of the proof of the above fact it is evident that, if the subfield in ques-

tion is such that the number of classes of ideals in this field is one, and r the

degree of the larger field relative to its subfield, then there exist r integers

ßx, ß2, • • -, ßr such that every integer in the larger field can be expressed in

the form

<° = ylßl + y2ß2+---]+yrßr,

where now yx,y2, - - -, yr are integers in the subfield.

When, however, the number of classes of the subfield is greater than one, this

is not the case. Sommer | has shown that in this case for a field which is of

the second degree relative to a subfield of the second degree the four numbers

composing the base may be taken to be tox, to2, ßx£l, ß2Q, where o>,, <b2 is the

base of the subfield and /3,, ß2 the base of an ideal in the subfield and il a num-

ber of the larger field, not necessarily an integer, but such that ßx il and ß2 O,

are integers in this field.

In the first part of this paper I establish a similar form for the base of any

algebraic nuniber-field relative to any subfield, and in the last part I apply this

to the study of the discriminant of the field.

The Base of a Relative Field.

Let F he an algebraic number-field of degree N which contains the subfield

k of degree n. We then know that r = JY/n is the degree of 77relative to k,

and if '> be any integer which determines the field F, then â is the root of an

* Presented to the Society (Chicago), December 31, 1909.

fSoMMKK, Vorlesungen über Zahlentheorie, p. 299.
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equation

(1) af + axxT-x + a2xr-2 + ... +ar = 0,

where a,, a2, • • •, a. are integers in k. We therefore know that every number

of F can be expressed in the form

(2) to = Px + p2» + p3d2+ ...+PrP-\

where px, p2, • • •, pr are numbers of the subfield k. Then, in the same manner

as when we consider a field relative to the domain of rational integers, we can

show that every integer in 77" can be expressed in the form

Ax + A2# + A3d2+...+Ard'-x
(3) —-ÄP)-'

where Ax, A2, • • -, Ar are integers in k and Dk(d) is the relative discriminant

of d with respect to A.*

Let us now consider all integers of 77" for which AT+X = AT+2 = ■ ■ • = Ar= 0,

where t is one of the integers 1,2,3, • • •, r. These integers we can indicate

as follows

(4) *°= j(fl{- (i = l,2,3,.--).

It is evident that any integer of the type (4) when multiplied by an integer of

k gives another integer of the same type, and the sum of any number of such

integers is also an integer of this type. But this means that the product of any

one of the coefficients Cf¡l by an integer of k gives another of these integers

and, moreover, the sum of any number of them is also another integer of the

same set. Hence, since all the integers 0^ belong to k, they form an ideal in

this field, which ideal is the highest common ideal factor of all these coefficients.

This ideal we shall designate by 0T.

Thus, for t = 1, 2, 3, • • •, r we get r ideals O,, 02, 03, ■ • ■, Or in k.

But since tdf = &xxfFk((?) is a number of k and, moreover, from our assump-

tion an integer, and since evidently all integers of k are thus represented, k

being a subfield of 77", and r being the lowest degree of the equation which &

satisfies in k, we conclude that O,',' (¿=1,2,3, •••) represent all multiples

Dk(9) in k and therefore the ideal O, is the principal ideal \_Dk(&)~\.

Moreover, since d-td*}_x evidently is an integer of 77" of the type (4), we con-

clude that all the integers of 0T_, also belong to 0T, and hence that 0T_, is

divisible by 0T. Therefore, in the sequence O,, 02, 03, ••-, Or each ideal

is a factor of all that precede it in the sequence, and hence all of them are

factors of Dk(&). Therefore, the integer Dk(d) belongs to each one of these

ideals.    But we know that if we choose arbitrarily from an ideal any integer

*Hii.bbet, Jahresbericht der deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, vol. 4

(1894-95), p. 180.
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there exists another integer such that the given ideal is the greatest common

divisor of these two integers. Hence each of the above ideals must contain an

integer such that the ideal in question is the greatest common divisor of this

integer and Dk(d). If we then let this integer in 0T be the coefficient 0$

we can write

0T=rOTy,  Dk(d)l (r = l,2>3,.-,r).

Let us now put Dk(d)j0T = IT. Evidently IT is relatively prime to O^V and,

hence, there exists in k an integer ß such that

OtV-/3=1        (/,).

Hence, if we indicate by ¿3T the numerator in the expression for td-f, we have the

following congruence

¿3T./3 = (o(,v + oyj* + o$â2+ ••• + aw-x).ß = ñT     (iT),
where

ft, = AlT + A2Tâ+ A3T&2 + ..- + AT_XT&*-2 + &r-t.

We observe that in ßT the coefficient of #T_1 is unity. But since û>cTn = mTIDk(d)

is an integer, it follows that ¡»T is divisible by Fk(&) and hence by IT. From

the last congruence it follows that also ilT is divisible by 7T.

The quotient ilT = Q,r/Dk(â) is not necessarily an integer in 77", but

Dk(d)-ilT and Cf^O,T are evidently both integers in 77.

Let
,« M   ßx + ß2» + ß,d2+---+ßro-x

be any integer in 77".    From what we have seen above ßr belongs to the ideal

Or = [O;1,?, Fk(d)~\  and, hence, there  exist in  k two integers   \r and   p,r

such that

(6) \rOfr + p.rDk(d) = ßr.

But then

ßriir = \rafrcir + urDk(d).nr,

which is evidently an integer in 77" and, moreover, this integer when expressed

in the form (4) has the same coefficient of <?r_1 as to in (5). Hence to — ßr fír

is an integer of the type

ß\ + ß'2& + ß'3d2 + ... ß'r_xu-2

ñk(»)

In the same manner as above we can determine Xr_, and p,r_x such that

(6") #-,-\-,©i!i,,-i+ *■*>.(*).

and ß'r_xilr_x is then an integer of 77" of the type (4) when t = r — 1 and the

coefficient of d-r~2 is ß'r_x.
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Hence we have

which is again an integer.

By continuing in this manner we evidently shall at last have

to - ßra - /9;_,nr^-Prl)&x - ° >
whence

(7) « = #'-»0, + ff^fl, + ... + firar,

where, for all values of s from 1 to r, /9itr_') is an integer belonging to the ideal

0t. Now to is any integer of 77" and, hence, every integer of 77" can be repre-

sented in the form (7). Moreover, since Q^QT and Fk(ir)SlT are-both integers

in F, from (6) and (6") and the similar expressions for the remaining ß;~') we

can conclude that when ß(*~') belongs to the ideal 0( all numbers represented by

(7) are integers of the field 77".

If we now let (¿1T, i^, • • •, ¿nT) be the base of the ideal 0T, then evidently

the F integers iATßT ( a. = 1, 2, 3 •. • n; t = 1,2,3 ••.»•) form a base of all

the integers in the field F. By replacing in this base Í1,, il2, ils, • • •, ilr by

their relative conjugates with respect to the field k we get the basis of the respect-

ive relative conjugate fields.

The Relative Discriminant of F.

Let us now apply this result to the relative discriminant of the field 77" with

respect to k. The relative discriminant is defined as the greatest common factor

of the squares of all the determinants formed from the matrix of the base of 77"

and its relative conjugates. It is easily seen that each of the determinants can

be written

ßTi,    ílTt, ...,    ßTr

(8)

\a;rx\n<;r\...,&;r-»\

where the upper index is used to designate the relative conjugates. When two

of the subscripts t are alike the expression (8) vanishes. Where no two are

alike the determinant factor in (8) is, aside from sign, the same for all deter-

minants of the matrix, and hence the determinant

must be a common factor of all the determinants of the matrix. Moreover, all

the numbers of the ideal product O, • 02 • 03 • • • 0r can be represented linearly

by means of the products
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and hence the greatest common factor of the products tr must be a factor of the

product O,- 02- ■ • Or. But each tr is divisible by Ox- 02- ■ - Or, there being in

it one number from each of these ideals, and hence their highest common factor

must be divisible by Ox-02- • -Or. Thus Ox- 02- 02- • • Or is itself the highest

common factor of the products -it, and hence the relative discriminant of 77"is

T) — o2.o2.o2.. .o2\ n(<) i2

which is an ideal in the subfield k.    Since ii(r° = Ù^f/D^â) we can write

O2   O2 • • • O2  -

*~  Dk(d)2r-2   I  tI

remembering that 0, is the principal ideal \_Dk (<?)].    Again since

-i
ñ<-f = Ax + A2#w+ ... + #<i)T

we have

O2   O2   -O2D =    2    -3_-r7) (#)

If as before we put Dk(d)j 0T = IT, we have

1 n-i¡---F-

It is easily seen from the previous deduction that the ideals 7,, I2, ■ • ■, Ir ave

those factors of the relative discriminant of d for which as moduli d is the root

of a congruence of lower degree than r in k.

The Discriminant of a Field Formed by the Composition of Two Fields.

We shall next make an application of the relative discriminant of a field in

the form found above to determine the nature of the discriminant of a field

formed by the composition of two fields, in the case where the degree of the

compounded field is equal to the product of the degrees of the two fields from

which it is formed, divided by the degree of their greatest common subfield.

The problem of the composition of fields has been studied by Hensel,* but his

results are of a different nature from those obtained by the method here used.

I shall suppose that the field 77" of degree N is formed by composition from

the two fields kx and k2, of degrees nx and n2 respectively. Moreover, let

k he the greatest common subfield to kx and k2 and let the degree of k be v. If

we let 7*, and F2 he the degrees of kx and k2 relative to k , and r, and r2 the

degrees of 77" relative to kx and k2, respectively, we have

nx = vPx,        n2 = vP2,        N=rxnx = r2n2.

* Hensel: Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 105 (1889), p. 329; vol.

120 (1899), p. 99.
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But by hypothesis 7^= nx-n2\v = P2nx. From this and F= rxnx we con-

clude that rx = P2, and in the same way r2= Px.    Therefore N=rx.r2-v.

I shall indicate by D, dx, d2, o respectively the discriminants of 77", kx, k2, k ,

and the relative discriminant by using as subscript the symbol of the field rela-

tive to which it is taken. I shall, moreover, indicate by Nx( ), N2( ), N( )

the norms taken respectively in the fields kx, k2, k and by Nkx, Nkl, FK the

relative norms.

From what we have seen above we know that rx-r2 is the relative degree of F

with respect to k.

If now a2 is a number which determines k2, then a2 will determine 77" relative

to kx, and we can therefore write

O2 .O2 ... O2

(io) ^-^p^W'

where d2K is the relative discriminant of k2 with respect to k . But since F2 = r,

we have

■*>.(«,) -A,(«0.

because the equation in kx, which a2 satisfies, is then the same as the equation in

k , the subfield of kx. Now 0,T is an ideal in kx and 0T is an ideal in k , and

since k is a subfield of kx from the definition of OlT and 0T, it follows that 0T is

contained in OlT and, hence, OlT is a factor of 0T. Hence DK(af)¡0T = IT is

a factor of DK(a2)/ 0XT = 7,T.    If we therefore put

_ 12 jf is J^J_ "_„iD _ rp
f. I... I    ""     '

we see that 7' contains all the ideal factors of DK(af) in &, for which a2 will

satisfy a congruence of degree less than rx in kx but not in the k .

Hence from (9) and (10)

d2K=T2Dkl.

Taking the norm in kx, we get

Fx(d2K) = Fx(T2)Fx(Dh),

or since d2K is an ideal in k,

.N(d?K) = Nx(T2).Nx(Dkl).

But then from the known relation

(11) d2=^N(du)*

•BACHMANN, Allgemeine Arithmetik der ZiMenkörper, '2.
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we have

(12) ^^(T^.Tv^A,).

Similar to (11) we have (Bachmann, loc. cit.)

D=d?.Fx(Dh),
and from this we finally have

rm d-    d?'d2
(iá) n-iy^.Nx(T2y

From (12) we see that every prime factor of NX(T2) must be a factor of d2,

and if in the previous work we interchange a, and a2, and kx and k2 we should

get another ideal T' and N2(T' ) would be such that every prime factor of this

would be a factor of dx. But as in either case the final result (13) would have

to be the same, we see that

NX(T2) = N2(T'2\ ,

and this therefore contains only such prime factors as are common to dx and d2.

Urbana, III.


